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Pulling from influences like Machine Head, Killswitch Engage, Lamb of God, and Pantera, Better Left

Unsaid incorporates them all in a unique way. 7 MP3 Songs METAL: Metalcore, METAL: Thrash/Speed

Metal Details: What others have to say... "Modesto, California's own Better Left Unsaid are one of those

bands that, despite being unsigned, sound twice as good as half the bands out there right now that

actually have a record deal. Their self-released full length, 'The Silencing', is an album that is simply

chock full of quality Metal and some well-accomplished musicianship." Anthony | Loudside.com "Opening

with the thunderous "Never Again" with its melodic chorus and true metal in between, this is a formula

that works incredibly well for this band throughout this release. Next up is "Repletion," which is even

heavier with more growl to the vocals, heavy breakdowns and an infectious chorus that stayed in my

head for hours. This is definitely my favorite track off the album and would make a fantastic single with all

its dynamic changes and overall heaviness blended with melody. Other standout tracks include the brutal

"Sweets" and the furious tirade of "Impurity" with its monster chorus. Closing the album is "Cold Inside"

with its raunchy guitars and epic feel, making it a perfect ending to what I think is an incredible

independent release..." Robin Steeley | Crave Magazine "A highlight of The Silencing is the final track,

Cold Inside, which has single potential and just enough commercial appeal to translate into radio play and

album sales. With a chorus that features a slower tempo than the rest of the song, listeners will instantly

be reminded of past Metal anthems. Epic is the only appropriate word to describe Cold Inside. " Allyson

B. Crawford | Metalexpressradio.com
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